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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attention: Document Control Desk 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Gentlemen: 

Subject: Docket Nos. 50-361 and 50-362 
Diesel Generator Slow Start Circuitry 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
Units 2 and 3 

During a telephone conversation between SCE and the NRC on June 8, 1989, the 
NRC requested additional information regarding the diesel generator start 
circuitry for San Onofre Units 2 and 3. Specifically, the NRC requested 
diesel generator elementary diagrams and the diesel generator governor manual.  
The diesel generator governor manual is provided as Enclosure I to this letter 
and the elementary diagrams provided in Enclosure II. This information is 
being provided to assist the NRC in their review of the modifications that SCE 
made to the diesel generator start circuitry to allow slow starting of the 
diesel generators consistent with the guidance provided in NRC Generic 
Letter 84-15.  

If you have any questions, please contact me.  

Very truly yours, 

Enclosures 

cc: J. B. Martin,- Regional Administrator, NRC Region V 
F. R. Huey, NRC Senior Resident Inspector, San Onofre Units 1, 2 and 3 
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*READ THIS ENTIRE MANUAL AND ALL OTHER PUBLICATIONS PERTAINING TO THE WORK TO BE 
PERFORMED BEFORE INSTALLING, OPERATING, OR SERVICING THIS EQUIPMENT. PRACTICE ALL 
PLANT AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND PRECAUTIONS. FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS CAN 
CAUSE PERSONAL INJURY AND/OR PROPERTY DAMAGE.  

AUTION 
CONTENTS SUBJECT TO DAMAGE BY 

STATIC ELECTRICITY 

DO NOT OPEN 
EXCEPT AT APPROVED 

STATIC-FREE WORK STATION 
70102 

The letter designation following the manual number is changed to the next letter in 
alphabetical order when an important revision is made to the manual.  

NOTE 

The electronic control contains parts that are static sensitive. To prevent damage to 
these parts observe the following precautions.  

" Discharge personal static before handling. (Touch a grounded surface and maintain.  
contact while handling.) 

* Do not touch the PCB inside the control with your hands or with conductive 
devices.  

* Avoid all plastic, vinyl, and styrofoam around the controls (except antistatic 
plastics).  

TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO THE CONTROL, DISCONNECT 
THE BATTERY CHARGER FROM THE BATTERY BEFORE 
DISCONNECTING THE LEADS FROM THE CONTROL TO 
THE BATTERY.  

Woodward Governor Company reserves the right to update any portion of this publication at any time. Information provided by Woodward Governor Company is believed to be correct and reliable. However, no responsibility is assumed by Woodward Governor Company for its use unless otherwise expressly undertaken.  

@ Woodward Governor Company, 1978 
All Rights Reserved
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SECTION 1.  
GENERAL INFORMATION 

INTRODUCTION engines are paralleled, sharing load on an isolated 
bus. The optional droop operation provides speed 

This manual is divided into five sections to provide regulation as a function of load. Droop operation 
general information, installation instructions, opera- allows operating a unit on an infinite bus or in 
tion, maintenance and replaceable parts information parallel with engine generators using mechanical
forthe 2301 Reverse Acting Load Sharing and Speed hydraulic governors.  
Control, hereafter called Reverse Acting Control.  

Principal control system components for an engine
For information concerning special applications or generator set with 2301 Reverse Acting Control 
other information not contained in this manual, include: an external dc power source, magnetic 
contact Woodward Governor Company, at a con- pickup for sensing speed, a reverse acting propor
venient location as listed on the back cover. tional actuator usually with a ballhead backup to 

position the fuel metering device, and current and 
potential transformers for load sensing. See figure 
1-2.  

DESCRIPTION 
The Reverse Acting Control is housed in a steel 

The 2301 Reverse Acting Control (see figure 1-1) is chassis containing a single PCB (printed circuit 
an electric governing control that provides isochro- board). There is no internal wiring. The terminal 
nouscontrolandoptionaldroopoperationwithload blocks are directly mounted to the PCB. The PCB 
sharing fora wide range of prime mover applications. has circuit paths on both sides with all components 

mounted on the upper side. All potentiometers are 
Isochronous operation provides constant engine accessible from the front of the chassis. The load 
speed for single unit operation or when two or more signal jacks are also mounted on the front.  
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SECTION 2 
INSTALLATION 

INTRODUCTION proximity to auxiliary electrical equipment, and 
avoidance of extreme heat and vibration conditions.  

This section contains general installation instruc
tions for the Reverse Acting Control. Power require- All input control lines should be shielded. (See your 
ments, environmental precautions and location plant wiring drawing for shielding requirements.) 
considerations are included to determine the best This prevents picking up straysignalsfrom adjacent 
possible location forthe control. Additional informa- equipment. Connect shield to system ground 
tion includes unpacking instructions, electrical (chassis) at ONE point at the control end only. The 
connections and an installation checkout procedure. end away from the control should be left open. Do 

not run shielded lines in a conduit with high current 
WARNINGcarrying cables: 

The engine, turbine or other type of prime 
mover should be equipped with a separate ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 
overspeed (overtemperature, or over
pressure, where applicable) shutdown Plant wiring diagram (figure 2-7) shows allexternal 
device(s), to protect against runaway or wiring connections of a typical control installation.  
damage to the engine, turbine or other Be sure to follow all shielding requirements (See 
type of prime mover with possible personal LOCATION CONSIDERATIONS). The following 
injury or loss of life should the mechanical- paragraphs provide additional specific wiring instruc
hydraulic governor(s), or electric con- tions.  
trol(s), the actuator(s), fuel control(s), the 
driving mechanism(s), the linkage(s), or 

prxiit totole auxiliar elecrica equipment andIN 

All shielded cable must be twisted conductor pairs.  
APPLICATION INFORMATION Cut a required length of shielded, twisted pairs.  

Connect all shields to only one point at the control 
POWER REQUIREMENTS end only. The end away from the control should be 

left open. Do not attempt to tin the braided shield.  
The Reverse Acting Control requires a voltage 

* source of 20 to 40V dc for operating power. Provide a 
battery charger to maintain a stable dc supply POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS 
voltage if a battery is used for operation power.  

Connect the potential transformer (PT) secondary 
leads to the following terminals (T): AS to Ti; B to 

ENVIRONMENTAL PRECAUTIONS T2; CA to T3. The PT secondary line-to-line voltage 
must be 90 to 240V rms. Refer to the typical plant 

The Reverse Acting Control is designed to operate wiring diagram (figure 2-7).  
within a temperature range of -40* to 1600 F. The unit 
maybe mounted in any position provided adequate 
ventilation is allowed for cooling. CURRENT TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS 

The standard method uses three current transformers 
LOCATION CONSIDERATIONS connected as shown in figure 2-7. An alternate 

method is the open delta connection as shown in 
Consider these requirements forCa control location: figure 2-7. For the open delta connection, connect 
adequate ventilation, space for servicing and repair, jumper wires between terminals 4, 6, and 8.  
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MODE SWITCH (ISOCH-DROOP) & NOTE 
PARALLELING LINES 

When using a Time Control with the 
The mode switch should be a DPST switch as shown Reverse Acting Control, apply power to 
in figure 2-7. Isochronous operation requires T10to all Controls in the system continuously.  
be connected to the positive paralleling line; T26 and When removing one unit for service, open 
T27 must be jumpered. Droop operation requires the the positive and negative power supply 
positive paralleling line to be disconnected and T26 leads and T25 (when used) to the Reverse 
and T27 must be open. Acting Control to prevent speed changes 

in the remaining units.  
NOTE 

HIGH VOLTAGE SELECTOR (OPTIONAL) 
Droop operation is only required when 
paralleling with an infinite bus or with The following 2301 controls contain a high voltage 
larger units not having electric governors. selector which selects the highest battery voltage of 

paralleled controls for improved load sharing: 
Power Supply-Connect the negative power supply 
lead to T13. Connect the positive lead to T12. If a 8271-444 8272-012 8271-473 8272-038 
battery is used, be sure the system includes a battery 8271-536 8271-939 8271-467 8272-092 
charger.  

. Y -These controls are identified by number or by a label 
at terminals 12 and 13specifying 20 to 40 Vdc. There 
is no label at terminal 25.  

RELAY 
C 

BATTERY OIL SWITCH LAPL1 

/2LJ 3 230 1 
I ~1 LSSC 1 

WRONG 

Figure 2-2. Correct and Incorrect Wiring to Battery Figure 2-3. High Voltage Selector, Internal Diode 

When supply voltages of terminals 12 and 13 vary OTHER CONTROLS 
between units by more than three volts, and terminal 
13 of all controls is common, connect terminal 25 of Older controls with terminals 12 and 13 labeled 
all controls together. This will allow for high voltage 24 Vdc and terminal 25 labeled 32 Vdc must have a 
selection of the supply voltages to improve the load diode added to the circuit in order to install a high 
sharing (see figure 2-7). voltage selector. See figure 2-4. The selector ensures 

optimum load sharing accuracy and minimizes 
~system sensitivity to noise on the power supplies.  

CAUTONThe current rating for each diode should be1 
ampere times the number of controls in the system 

Do not connect terminal 25 of the 8271- requiring an external diode plus 0.4 ampere times 
343 controls together with any other the number of controls in the system which do not 
controls. require the external diode.  
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diagram, figure 2-7. Also see actuator manual for 
complete installation instructions. The EG3P actu'c i ator plug requires a jumper from terminals C to D.  

Magnetic Pickup-Connect the magnetic pickup to 
T18 and T19. These lines must be shielded.  

-- 231 
LSSC 

A part number prefix or its absence specifies the 
speed range of the magnetic pickup. The speed 
range must include the frequency of the controlled 
unit at the rated speed. Hz in Table 2-1 equals (RPM) 

- IX (No. of teeth on flywheel) +60 seconds. Jumper is 
reference to figure 2-6.  

Table 2-1. Part Number Prefixes 
Figure 2-4. High Voltage Selector, External Diode 

Prefix Speed Range (Hz) Jumper 

A8271- 450- 1,350 1 
12 B8271- 900- 2,700 2 

2301 8271- 1,800- 5,400 3 
C8271- 3,600-10,800 4 
D8271- 7,200-21,600 5 

13 @ 

Q 25 JPR 
DENT2 

12 2301 -c:--~-- 12 LSSC* 

0--

PC13 

Figur30-5Figure 2-6. Board Jumper Location 

The speed range can be changed by moving the 
jumper on the bottom of the P0B. This operation 
requires the dc supply be disconnected from the 

Figue 25. Hgh oltae Slectr, xtera Iand control and the use of a battery powered soldering 
Figue 25. Ih V la e S coEternal andd iron. Alternately an iron jumpered to Terminal 15 

Intenal iodemay be used.  

Ramp Switch-Connect an SPST switch between IVV\^Av 
T1 4 and T1i5. Oil pressure is often used to close the 
ramp switch. External wiring must be shielded. With 
T14-15 open, idle speed is selected. When T14-15 Electrostatic charges can damage the 
close, a ramp to rated speed is started. If idle speed is control unless correct handling and 
not used, T1 4-15 may be jumpered. Jumpering T14- soldering procedures are used.  
15 also disables the ramp generator.  

This procedure would only be necessary if the 
Actuator Output-Connect wire from T16 to the locationofthemagneticpickupwerechangedonan 
actuator plug pin B, and T1 7 to the actuator plug pin existing installation. It should only be attempted by 
A. Be sure wires are not shorted in actuator plug. For someone throughly familiar with the control system 
tandem (series) actuators, follow plant wiring and with repair procedures.  
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NOTES FOR FIGURE 2-7 6. For isochronous control, without the isochro

1 When power is removed from one unit forjumper 1. Wen owe is emoed rom ne nitforacross terminals 26 and 27 or droop potentio
service, open the positive and negative supply meter is maximum ccw. Remove jumper (26 to 
leads (terminals 12 and 13). Also, open terminal 27) when isochronous-droop switch is used.  
25 if it is used. Open terminal 11 if it is not 
opened by auxiliary contact.  

sized to produce 5 A secondary current with 
Prevent leads from contacting ground or 
shorting together, if not connected through a former burden is 6.5 VA per phase.  
switch. 8. With a balanced three phase load and unity 

power factor the current transformers must be 2. Removejumper between 20 and 21 when remote wired in the correct potential leg and must be 
speed potentiometer is used. A high quality 100 phased at the control as follows: 
ohm, 10 turn potentiometer, similar to Wood
ward P/N 1657-537 is recommended. 100ohms Phase 1 Potential terminal 1 with respect to 
rheostat will give about±4% speed adjustment. neutral, in phase with CT terminals 4 

to 5.  
3. For tandem operation connect actuators in 

series as shown in detail A. Add jumper between Phase 2 Potential terminal 2, with respect to 
control terminals 17 and 28. neutral, in phase with CT terminals 6 

to 7.  
4. Phase 3 Potential terminal 3, with respect to 

WRNING neutral, in phase with CT terminals 8 
to 9.  

9. Optional use. Refer to high voltage selector in 5T 
You may be killed or the equipment SECTION 2, INSTALLATION.  
may be damaged If lethal high voltage 
develops across terminals 4 through 10. onet the minimum fue otioneor 
9. This control contains Internal 
burden resistors which must be the power to the control as part of any 
connected across the power source emergency stop sequence.  
current transformers whenever the 11. This option requires a balanced three-phase control Is operattng. load and unity power factor.  

5. Circuit breaker auxiliary contacts must close 12. Remote ammeters may be used to monitor 
when the breaker closes. Only one paralleling generator current. Put the ammeter in series contact is used with time control in which case with terminal 5, 7 or 9 with polarity as shown.  
remove this contact and keep power7applied to 
all panels in the system continuously. See Notew 
1 for power removal.  

6.
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External Speed Trim-For external speed trim, Failsafe Override-To defeat the failsafe function, 
remove the jumper wire from T20 and T21. Connect open T29 and T30. Normally in reverse acting 
a 100 ohm potentiometerto T20 and T21 as shown in systems with a ballhead backup, the failsafe is 
plant wiring diagram figure 2-7. This potentiometer defeated.  
gives approximately ±4% speed adjustment.  

MINIMUM FUEL SWITCH 
Reverse acting electric-hydraulic actu

Connect T22 and T23 to a switch or to relay contacts ators go to maximum fuel when the leads 
as shown in plant wiring diagram, figure 2-7. Shielded to the actuator are opened or shorted. If 
wire is required. Closing external contacts between the system has a backup ballhead gover
control terminals 22 and 23 will send a maximum nor, the baiihead governorwill take control 
electrical signal to the actuator. as the speed reaches the preset ballhead 

speed setting position.  
The minimum fuel contact is intended as an optional 
means for normal shutdown. The foregoing plant wiring connections are typical 

with respect to functions and shielding. However, a 
plant wiring drawing for your specific part number 

WARNING should be consulted for actual installation.  

INSTALLATION CHECKOUT 
Using this minimum fuel option as part of 
any emergency stop sequence is not Donotstarttheengine-generatoruntilthefollowing 
recommended. Prestart and Static Checks have been made.  

8



PRESTART CHECKS 5. GAIN - set to mid position.  

1. VISUAL INSPECTION 6. RAMP TIME - set to mid position.  

A. Linkage between actuator and prime 7. LOW IDLE SPEED SETTING - set full CW.  
mover must not be loose or binding. The 
actuatorlevershould be nearthe minimum 8. LOAD GAIN - set full CW.  
position when the fuel rack is at the 
minimum position. 9. DROOP - set to CCW position.  

B. Check for correct wiring per your plant 10. DE-DROOP - This adjustment is made at the 
wiring diagram (contact Woodward factory and should not be adjusted at this time.  
Governor Company for the correct plant (See Section 3) 
wiring diagram for your specific applica
tion). 11. MODE SWITCH (DROOP-ISOCH) - set to 

desired position. On most installations only 
C. Check for broken terminals and loose isochronous operation is used and this switch 

terminal screws. need-not be installed. In this case terminals 26, 
27 and 10 may be permanently wired in the 

D. Check the magnetic pickup for signs of desired mode.  
damage. Any discrepancy suggests replace
ment since the magnetic pickup is non
repairable. The gap between the pickup STATIC CHECKS 
and the outside diameter of the gear is 
normally set between .010" and .040" at Energizethe2301 Module byconnecting POWERto 
the closest point. See Woodward manual T12 (+) and T13 (-). DO NOT START ENGINE until 
82510, Magnetic Pickups for Electric the following static checks are completed.  
Governors.  

2. RATED SPEED SETTING NOTE 

A. Set the RATED SPEED control approxi- The actuator or a 35 ohm 10 watt 
mately one turn CW from the full CCW load must be connected across 
position. (This may be increased if RATED terminals 16 and 17.  
SPEED is less than cranking speed.) 

B. Set the external speed trim (if any) to mid- 1. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
position. When the external speed trim is 
used, remove the jumper between termi- A. Check terminal 28 (+) and 30 (-) for 10V ± 
nals 20 and 21. 1Vdc.  

3. FAILSAFE 2. AMPLIFIER OUTPUT VOLTAGE 

A. To enable the speed sensing failsafe, T29 A. Check terminals 17 (+) and 16 (-) for 8Vdc.  
and T30 must be connected together. A 
magnetic pickup output of approximately B. When failsafe is defeated this voltage 
one volt will clear the failsafe and allow should be approximately OVdc.  
the actuator to open the fuel rack.  

If any irregularities are found in the static checks, 
4. STABILITY - set to mid position. refer to Section 5 for troubleshooting instructions.  

9.



SECTION 3 
PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION Each generator's load is electronically measured 
continuously by its respective 2301 and compared to 

This section is intended to describe in general terms other units on the same bus via paralleling lines.  
what the control does and how. This discussion is Continuous correction to this control loop gives 
keyed to figure 3-2. To aid understanding the reader load sharing.  
is led through a Normal Operating Sequence, which 
is keyed to figure 3-1. A ramp generator allows controlled acceleration 

from idle to rated speed.  

The speed sensing failsafe will shut the engine down 
BASIC THEORY if the magnetic pickup signal fails. The failsafe 

circuit is self clearing when the engine cranks. A 1.0 
The prime mover speed is detected with a magnetic volt 100 Hz ac signal indicates to the control that the 
pickup. Installed next to a gear rotating at a speed magnetic pickup signal is correct and the failsafe 
proportional to prime mover speed, the magnetic section is then automatically cleared.  
pickup generates an ac voltage whose frequency is 
proportional to engine speed. The speed sensor The actuator is engine mounted (usually engine 
circuitry converts this frequency into a dc voltage. driven) and converts electrical inputfrom the Reverse 

Acting Control to a mechanical output which 
The prime mover rated speed is set with the rated positions the engine fuel rack. The Reverse Acting 
speed setting potentiometer on the control. The Control and actuator are designed so that zero 
optional external speed trim potentiometer can voltage to the actuator corresponds to maximum 
adjust speed setting ±4%. The speed setting voltage fuel. Eight volts corresponds to minimum fuel.  
is then compared at the speed controller with the 
speed voltage. The speed controller then sends an A broken wire to the actuator or the loss of power to 
appropriate voltage to the actuator. the Reverse Acting Control causes zero voltage 

input to the actuator and signals for maximum fuel.  
For example, if the speed was greater than the speed Because the Reverse Acting Control is normally 
setting, the speed controller would increase its used with an actuator having a mechanical ballhead 
output to the actuator to decrease the fuel to the governor, the ballhead section assumes control of 
engine. prime mover rated speed at a setting slightly higher 

than the Reverse Acting Control setting. The speed 
Load sharing between two or more engine-generator setting of the ballhead governor may then be 
sets is accomplished via the load sensor circuitry. reduced.  

GENERATOR MAIN CIRCUIT 
BREAKER 

PICKUP .  
To prevent damage to the 
control disconnect the sn is cr ai 
battery charger from the 2RVEn)E Ad cING battery before disconnect- 

& SPEED CONTROL In g th e le a d s fro m th e 
T R evers A 

control to the battery. adie o tr 

2 vo ltg to thvcutr orso dst ai u 

/TRIM POTENTIOMETER 
(OPTIONAL) PARALLELING BUS 

LINES Figure 3-1. Basic 2301 Reverse Acting System Schematic 
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NORMAL OPERATING SEQUENCE When theenginestarts twill accelerateto idIe (4). At 
thispoirit, the governor reduces fuel (5) to maintain 

This is a typical operating sequence - from start idle (6).  
through load application - selected to further 
explain the operation of the Reverse Acting Control.  
Application requirements may require different RAMP SWITCH CLOSED 
sequences. Consult the engine manufacturer or 
generator set builder for specific details of your The ramp switch may be closed (7) by oil pressure, 
system. by crank terminator, by a timed sequence or 

Ilk manually. When the switch is closed, the speed 
WARNINGsetting begins increasing toward rated speed. The 

rate of increase is determined, by the ramp time 
adjustment. During this time the governor controls 

TO PROTECT AGAINST POSSIBLE fuel as required (8) to maintain thespeed determined 
PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF LIFE by the ramp.  
and/or PROPERTY DAMAGE WHEN 
STARTING the engine, turbine, or other 
type of prime mover BE PREPARED TO When the ramp ends the engine will be at rated 
MAKE AN EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN to speed (9): The ramp now has no further function 
protect against runaway or overspeed until the next start.  
should the mechanical-hydraulic gover
nor(s), or electric control(s), the actu
ator(s), the fuel control(s), the driving LOAD APPLICATION 
mechanism(s), the linkage(s), or the 
controlled device(s) fall. When the engine is at rated speed, load may be 

applied.  

BEFORE CRANKING Paralleling - When the generator is in phase with 
the bus, the breaker may be closed. An SPM 

Power may be applied to the control. The output synchronizer may be used to lock the oncoming unit 
voltage to the actuator will be 8V (1) due to the into phase with the bus and close the breaker 
failsafe circuit. The numbers in parentheses are automatically.  
keyed to figure 3-2.  

When the breaker is closed (10) the unit paralleling 
lines are connected to the system paralleling lines 

ENGINE CRANKS through hermetically sealed relay contacts signaled 
by the breaker auxiliary contacts. At this time the 

As soon as the magnetic pickup generates about unit picks up load and the load sharing circuit sends 
1 Vac (2), the failsafe clears and the actuator voltage speed bias signals to the unit to cause the load to be 
goes to about V (3). shared with other units on the bus.  

8 

01 

100% 9 10 A - SPEED 

0% 

Figure 3-2. Operating Sequence 

ENGINECRANK
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CURRENT 
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FROM OC 17 VOLTAGE 
CURRENT STABILITY TO 
TRANSFORMER DRACTUATOR 

9 DRO 16 

S E I(SPEED 

26 COROLLER 

ISOCH 

M C 
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DROOPI 27 I 25 SUPPLY SELECTOR 

PICKUP 

IS C + 10v v 

PARALLELING SOHO 10 LOD 12 D 
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22 
EXENL21 CLOSE FOR 
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TRIM I SPE 23 (SEE "MINIMUM FUEL 
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NOT USEDI 

F-7 - 1 SPEED 

FRM18 29 OPEN TO 
MAGNETIC SPEED DFAFISF 

PICKUP SENSOR (NORMALLY OPEN) 

19 I30 
L _ _ 

82400-A-116 

Figure 3-3. Block Schematic 601 
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SECTION 4 
OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS 

INTRODUCTION During initial start-up when the ramp switch is 
closed, the engine will accelerate to a speed set by 

This section provides information on control adjust- the RATED SPEED potentiometer.  
ments and selectable parameters. It also has an 
initial engine operation procedure for use during NOTE 
initial engine startup; 

If the 're is a balihead backup in the system, 
be sure it is not controlling while doing 

INITIAL ENGINE OPERATION the initial engine operation procedure 
and adjustments.  

START-UP 

1. Complete the Installation Checkout. SPEED SETTING ADJUSTMENT 

2. Set external switches as follows: Set RATED SPEED potentiometer to rated speed 
while external speed trim (if used) is set at mid 

A. Close ramp switch. position.  

NOTE GAIN AND STABILITY ADJUSTMENT 

This is for initial engine start-up The object of the GAIN and STABILITY adjustment 
only. For normal start-up, ramp is to obtain the optimum, or desired stable prime 
switch should be open until signaledopera 

Set both GAIN and STABILITY at mid position.  
means) to close for acceleration to Connect a dc voltmeter to terminals 16 rand 17e 
rated speede (actuator voltage).  

B. Set MODE switch to desired position. (if Increased gain obtainsfastertransient response. To 
used) achieve faster response, increase GAIN (CW) to 

obtain a slightly unstable condition, best observed 
C. Apply power to the Reverse Acting on the voltmeter. Adjust the STABILITY either 

Control. direction as necessary to achieve stability. Step load 
the prime mover or bump actuator to demonstrate 

.stability following a transient. Readjust STABILITY 
as necessary. If stability cannot be obtained for a 
transient by the STABILITY adjustment, decrease 

TO PROTECT AGAINST POSSIBLE the GAIN unless instability is a slow hunt, in which 
PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF LIFE case, increase GAIN.  
and/or PROPERTY DAMAGE WHEN Figures 4-1 through 4-4 show the starts (without a 
STARTING the engine, turbine, or ramp) and transients at four different gain and 
other type of prime mover BE stability settings with stable steady state running 
PREPARED TO MAKE AN EMER- conditions. These are typical performance curves 
GENCY SHUTDOWN to protect on a naturally aspirated (non-turbocharged) diesel 
against runaway or overspeed should engine.  
the mechanical-hydraulic gover
nor(s), or electric control(s), the NOTE 
actuator(s), the fuel control(s), the 
driving mechanism(s), the linkage(s), Optimum performance is obtained with 
or the controlled device(s) fall. GAIN control at maximum stable clock

wise position. In some cases the gain 
D. Start the engine. (If starting problems must be reduced slightly to insure stability 

occur, refer to Table 5-1.) under widely varying conditions.  

13.



* START STAR . TLOAD 
LOAD OFF 
ON 

E N Gain is too high and stability too low. There are 
secondary overshoots on transients and large over
shoots on starts.  

Figure 4-1. Engine Performance Curve 

SPEED Optimum performance on load transients with 
slight overshoot on starts.  

Figure 4-2. Engine Performance Curve 

SPEED Optimum performance on starts with slight time 
time extension of load transients.  

Figure 4-3. Engine Performance Curve 

SPEED 

Stability too high, long time to settle into rated 
speed.  

Figure 4-4. Engine Performance Curve 
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LOW IDLE SPEED ADJUSTMENT 3. Check the phase wiring by momentarily 
shorting the phase A current transformer 

1. Open the external ramp switch. Engine should secondary. The load signal voltage should 
decelerate to a speed set by the LOW IDLE drop by 1/3. Repeat this procedure for phases 
SPEED potentiometer. B (T6 to T7) and C (T8 to T9), one phase at a 

time.  
2. Adjust LOW IDLE SPEED until recommended 

idle speed is reached. Most paralleling difficulties are due to improper 

NOTEwiring of the three-phase current and potential 
NOTE inputs. Common errors include. either wiring the 

Make certain that the engine speed voltage of one phase with the current of another 
is controlled by the LOWIDLESPEED phase or wiring transformers backward.  
potentiometer in a range above the 
minimum fuel position (mechanical If conditions above or if proper parallel operations 
stop) of the actuator or engine fuel are not obtained, proceed to the following steps to 
rack. correct the phase relationships between the current 

transformer and potential transformer connections.  
RAMP TIME ADJUSTMENT If the conditions above are obtained, the phasing is 

Adjust the RAMP TIME to determine the rate for 
satisfactory engine acceleration to rated speed with 
minimum overshoot. Do this by trial and error, by PHASING PROCEDURE 
first starting in full CW and working back CCW until 
the unit ramps as fast as desired. 1. With unit loaded, turn LOAD GAIN potentio

MAGNTICPICKP CECKmeter to mid position.  
MAGNETIC PICKUP CHECK 

Check2. Short out B and C. C.T. inputs. It is important 

and 19 during cranking, and less than 50V rms 18aheamiersJbeonermthat cectins 
maximummust be low resistance and should be made 

LOAD SENSING PHASING CHECK with spade lugs.  

,A^AAAAAA^AN3. Read OA C.T. input in V rms.  
CAUTO 

4. Read the load signal voltage at the load signal 

Before starting phasing check, be jacks.  
sure potential connections OA, OB, 
and OC correspond to load sharing 
and speed control terminals 1, 2 and 3. 5. F re d (V d) 

1. Load unit generator to as near full load as If R = +0.95, OA is correctly wired.  
possible, with unity power factor. If R = -0.95, OA C.T. phasing is reversed.  

2. Connect dc voltmeter leads to the load signal If R = -0.50, OA C.T. is interchanged with 

test jacks.  If R = +0.50, 0A C.T. is interchanged with 013 or 
Ek 0C and 013 or 0C C.T. is reversed.* 

*It cannot be determined whi ch phase is inter
Personal injury and damage to the changed with OA by testing only OA. Repeating the 
equipment may result if current above tests using 01 and 0C should indicate which 
transformers are disconnected from thensburdens reisoe(teinalsm phase is interchanged with OA. If all phases yield the the burden resistors (terminals 4same result, then the system should be shut down 
through 9) when theraners and C.T. inputs rotated by one position (i.e. A to 0, running. The current transformers 
can develop dangerously high vol- 01to0Cand0CtoOA). Ifthesameresultsareagain 
tages. repeated, shut the system down and again rotate the 

CT. inputs one position.  
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EXAMPLE 1: OA C.T. connection reversed 1. R Load Signal (Vdc) 1.18 
08 .T.(Vrms) 1.25 1. With unit loaded, turn load gain potentiometer 

to mid position.  
This indicates 08 is properly connected. We 

2. Short out OB and OC C.T. inputs. (Attach a can now assume OA and 00 are interchanged.  
jumpr btwee teminls 6and7, nd 8and9.)We also know that 00 phasing is reversed jumperbetweenterminals6and7,and8and.)because was found to be correct.  

3. Read OA C.T. input in V rms. (Measuring 3. ead 0A .T. inpt i V ms. (Mesurng11. After shutting down the engine, reverse the between terminals 4 and 5 we get V = 1.25Vac.) phasing of 00 C.T. (T8-T9). Then interchange 

4. Read the load signal voltage at the test jacks mAian crrect phasing.  
(observe the polarity markings). V =-1.19V dc.manincretpsng 

5. R Load Signal (Vdc) -1.19 LOAD GAIN ADJUSTMENT 
AO C.T. (V rms) 1.25 

With the engine operating in single unit configura
tion, set the LOAD Gain control for 8.0 volts at full 6. Since R = -0.95, we know that the C.T. load. Set all other units in the system for this same 

connections to terminals 4 and 5 are reversed.et 
nfe tT an the agin e own, them1 gain potentiometer W will cause that unit to carry nectT4 ad T5andrevese tem.less load. If stability problems occurwhen paralleled 

at this setting, reduce the setting and set all other 
EXAMPLE 2: 0A interchanged with 00, 00 reversed units for the same voltage. It may be necessary to 

reduce this setting to as low as three volts in cases of 
1. With unit loaded, turn load gain potentiometer extremely poorsystem dynamics. Woodward Gover

to mid position. nor Company should be consulted in such cases.  

2. Short out 08 and 00 C.T. inputs. (Attach a .  
jumper between terminals 6 and 7, and 8 and 9.)N 

Reducing the load gain voltage of all units 3. Read 0A C.T. input in V rms. (measuring will reduce the load sha ring gain. This will between terminals 4 and 5 we get V = 1.25V ac.) result in some loss of load sharing 
4. Read the load signal voltage at the test jacks. sensitivity.  

V =+.62V dc.  

DE-DROOP ADJUSTMENT 
5. Find the ratio R= Load Signal (Vdc) - .62 n0f5 A CiT. (V rms) 1.25 The DE-DROOP adjustment counteracts droop 

resulting from component tolerances and, external 
electrical noise. Set the system for isochronous 

6. 0A C.T. is interchanged with 08 or 00 and 0v or operation at the desired speed unloaded. Load the 
0 C.T. is reversed. .unit to 100% (single unit operation) and adjust to the 

unloaded speed using the DE-DROOP ADJUST
7. Short out OA and OC C.T. inputs. (Attach a MENT.  

jumper between terminals 4 and 5, and 8 and 9.) 
Open jumper between terminals 6 and 7.  

DROOP, ADJUSTMENT 
8. Read OA C.T. input in V rms. (Measuring 

between terminals 6 and 7). V =+1.25V. This adjustment is only necessary for droop opera
tion. The DROOP control sets the amount of speed 

9. Read the load signal voltage. V d1.18V dc. regulationfortheprimemover. (Onlyrequiredwhen 

16 
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paralleling with utility bus or other larger units using 4. Bring the unit on the line.  
mechanical-hydraulic governors.) Since speed 
regulation is a function of load or power delivered, 5. Return the speed setting to the point marked in 
the DROOPfunction biases the engine speed setting step 2.  
down with an increase in load. Percent of droop is 
the difference between engine speed at no load and 6. Adjust DROOP potentiometer CCW (decreasing 
engine speed at full load, expressed as a percentage. droop) until rated load is reached.  

For this adjustment be sure that the ballhead droop For setting the droop on an isolated load: 
is not able to take control at any time.  

1. Set speed to rated.  
The following procedure is very straightforward and 
may be used with a system operating into a com- 2. Apply load (100% if possible).  
mercial bus.  

3. Adjust droop for the desired speed change.  
1. Set speed to 60 Hz (no load) and mark the (For 100% load, 5% droop would be 3 Hz.) 

potentiometer position. Refer to circled num
bers in figure 4-5.  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RESHIPMENT.  

If the Reverse Acting Control is to be shipped to 
Woodward Governor Company for repair, attach a 

(DJ 1 5tag showing owner and address, complete serial 
SPEED 60 number, service required and a description of all 

1HZJ symptoms encountered. Send COMPLETE control 
0to Woodward Governor Company, 1000 East Drake 

57 ('D'Road, Fort Collins, Colorado 80525.  

Figure UNIT DOopdL smetIlusrae Materials used for shipping a unit should include the 

50 100following: 
% LOAD 

82500-A-2a. A double-wall carton (275 lb. test strength).  
Figure 4-5. Droop Adjustment Illustrated 

b. Heavy paper or cardboard to protect surface.  
2. Set speed setting above 60 Hz reference by the 

percent droop required. (Forexample, 5% droop c. At least 4 inches of tightly packed industry
would mean raising the speed to 63 Hz). Mark approved shock absorbing material such as 

poetimte ostonadreturn to 60 Hz. extra firm polyurethane foam.  

3. Turn the DROOP pot fully CW (max. droop) d. Heavy duty shipping tape for sealing outside of 
and set the external MODE switch to DROOP. carton.  
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SECTION 5 
MAINTENANCE 

INTRODUCTION 7. Connect a dc voltmeter between T16 (-) and 
T17 (+) to monitor actuator voltage.  

This section contains preventive maintenance infor
mation, a bench performance check and a trouble- 8. Turn on power supply.  
shooting guide.  

9. Turn on Signal Generator. Set to rated magnetic 
pickup frequency of unit under test at 2 to 

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 6V rms.  

Very little required. See that the control box is kept 10. Actuator voltage should be approximately 
fairly clean - especially the terminal blocks. OV dc.  
Periodically check all the terminal screws for 
tightness. Check the condition of the wiring and 11. Slowlyturnthespeedpotccwuntiltheactuator 
shields. voltage slowly starts to increase toward 8V.  

This means the speed setting has just crossed 
below the speed (frequency) signal.  

BENCH PERFORMANCE CHECK 
12. Decrease the frequency until the actuator 

The following procedure simulates operating condi- voltage starts to decrease. This simulates a 
tions for the Reverse Acting Control. Before decrease in speed and normal control response.  
beginning the bench check, visually check for 
damage to the chassis, terminal block or printed 13. Open the RAMP switch at T14 and T15. The 
circuit board. actuator voltage should increase to 8V until 

frequency is set to idle with the signal generator 
at which time the voltage will decrease.  

PRELIMINARY TEST CONNECTION 
1 14. Close the RAMP switch. The actuator voltage 

THE LOAD SENSING CIRCUITRY IS NOT should then integrateto minimum voltage.  
INCLUDED IN THIS PROCEDURE BECAUSE OF 
THE 3-PHASE INPUTS REQUIRED. CHECK THIS 15. Turn off the signal generator. The actuator 
UNDER ACTUAL LOAD CONDITIONS. Refer to voltage will go to 8V verifying the failsafe 
figure 3-2. circuit is working. (Jumper from T29 to T30 

must be installed.) 
1. Connect a 20 to 40V dc source to T12 (+) and 

T13 (-).16. Turn on the signal generator and move signal 
generator frequency from below to above rated 

2. Connect a closed SPST switch between T14 frequency to simulate a speed increase. The 
and T15 (ramp switch). actuator voltage should increase toward 8V.  

Move frequency below rated speed. Actuator 
3. Connect a 35' ohm, 10 watt resistor between voltage will decrease.  

T16 and T17. This simulates the actuator coil.  
17. Close the MINIMUM FUEL switch between T22 

4. Connect an ac signal generatorto T18 and T19. and T23. Actuator voltage should goto 8V.  
This simulates the magnetic pickup.  

5. Connect an open SPST switch between T22 TROUBLESHOOTING 
and T23. This simulates the minimum fuel 
switch. The following troubleshooting guide is not intended 

to be on the component level. Rather, it is an aid to 
6. Turn RATED SPEED control fully CW. isolate the trouble to the control box itself, the 
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actuator, the plant wiring or elsewhere. Trouble- TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE 
shooting beyond this level is recommended ONLY 
when a complete facility for control testing is Table 5-1 is a general guide for isolating system 
available. problems. This guide assumes that the system 

wiring, solder connections, switch and relay contacts 
NOTE and input and output connections are correct and in 

good order. Make the checks in the order indicated.  
This troubleshooting is for the electronic Various system checks assume that the prior checks 
control part of the system only. If there is a have been properly made.  
ballhead backup actuator in the system, 
refer to the manual for the actuator used 
and be sure the ballhead backup does not NOTE 
gain control of the system while trouble
shooting the electronic control. Discoloration of potting compound on 

power resistors is common and does not 
WHEN POSSIBLE, IF THE REVERSE ACTING indicate a burned-out condition.  
CONTROL APPEARS FAULTY, REPLACE WITH A 
SPARE. This is easier by far and less expensive in WANNG 
the long run. Repairs attempted by other than 
authorized personnel will void the warranty.  

TO PROTECT AGAINST POSSIBLE 
VISUAL INSPECTION PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF LIFE 

and/or PROPERTY DAMAGE WHEN 
Before attempting to troubleshoot the system, STARTING the engine, turbine, or other 
visually check the following items. Printed circuit: type of prime mover BE-PREPARED TO 
burned or broken components, loose components MAKE AN EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN to 
or cold solder joints. Burned resistors are often an protect against runaway or overspeed 
indication of a shorted transistor or a shorted wire. should the mechanical-hydraulic gover
After making certain that the plant wiring is correct nor(s), or electric control(s), the actua
(including shields), check all terminal screws for tor(s), the fuel control(s), the. driving 
tightness. If nothing is found during visual inspection, mechanism(s), the linkage(s), or the 
proceed to the troubleshooting guide, Table 5-1. controlled device(s) fall.  

Table 5-1. Troubleshooting Guide 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine will not start - Voltage polarity reversed. Reverse actuator leads at T16 & T17.  
actuator not moving to 
start fuel position. Actuator not responding to Remove the connector plug from 

input signal from control. the actuator. Make resistance checks 
at the actuator. Coil resistance 

NOTE is approx. 35 ohms. (Read with leads 
at T16 and T17 disconnected.) 

If actuator moves 
to start position, 
a problem with 
the prime mover 
fuel supply is 
indicated.  
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Table 5-1. (cont.) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine will not start -. Check actuator and linkage for 
actuator not moving to proper installation and operation.  
start fuel position. (cont.) Problems may be oil supply, rotation, 

insufficient drainage, linkage, worn 
actuator components or improper 
adjustment.  

Low actuator oil pressure. Check oil supply pressure or 
governor/actuator pump pressure.  
Check drive rotation.  

No input supply voltage. Check Reverse Acting Control T12 (+ 
and T13 (-) for 20 to 40V dc.  

Check T28 (+) and T30 (-) for 10V dc.  

Speed setting adjustment. SPEED setting may be lower than 
cranking speed. Increase SPEED 
setting (CW).  

If adjusting SPEED setting CW does 
not produce the correct amplifier 
output, return SPEED setting to 
normal start position - less than 2 
turns from full CCW.  

LOW IDLE SPEED setting may Adjust LOW IDLE SPEED 
be set too low. potentiometer CW.  

MINIMUM FUEL contacts closed. Check T22 and T23. Must be 
See the "Minimum Fuel Switch" open for normal operation.  
description in Section 2.  

Magnetic pickup signal not Check wiring for proper 
clearing failsafe. connection. Check shields for proper 

installation.  
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Table 5-1. (cont.) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine will not start - Magnetic pickup not spaced 
actuator not moving to NOTE properly - check for at least 
start fuel position. (cont.) 1.OV ac at terminals 18 and 19 

In reverse acting system during cranking. If less than 
where it is necessary to 1.0V ac, magnetic pickup may be 
have maximum fuel on spaced too far from gear. Check 
loss of control signals, for metal chips on end of pickup.  
the Reverse Acting 
Control is normally 
operated with the failsafe 
feature defeated.  

TO PROTECT AGAINST POSSIBLE 
PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF LIFE 
and/or PROPERTY DAMAGE WHEN 
STARTING the engine, turbine, or other 
type of prime mover BE PREPARED 
TO MAKE AN EMERGENCY SHUT
DOWN to protect against runaway or 
overspeed should the mechanical
hydraulic governor(s), or electric 
controls(s), the actuator(s), the fuel 
control(s), the driving mechanism(s), 
the linkage(s), or the controlled 
device(s) fail.  

If no voltage is present, pickup is 
open circuited. Make resistance 
check with leads disconnected from 
control. Should be about 100 to 300 
ohms.  

Faulty speed setting potentio- Verifying that if optional external 
meter. speed trim is not used, terminals 20 

and 21 are jumpered.  

With power OFF check speed 
potentiometer(s) with an 
ohmmeter.  

Faulty Reverse Acting Control. Replace.  

Engine overspeeds only Ramp adjustment. Increase RAMP TIME (CW). This 
gon starts. decreases acceleration rate.  
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Table 5-1. (cont.) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine overspeeds only RATED SPEED setting too high. Turn RATED SPEED setting CCW 
on starts. (cont.) until governor takes control at rated 

speed.  

Amplifier adjustment. Amplifier may be adjusted for 
sluggish operation causing overspeed 
on start. Adjust GAIN AND 
STABILITY for fastest stable 
response. (Usually about 1/2 GAIN 
turn CW on gas engines and 3/4 
GAIN turn CW on diesel engines, 
each with 1/2 STABILITY turn CW.) 

Determine if engine malfunction. Verify that fuel rack is not binding and 
linkage properly adjusted. It may be 
necessary to determine if the fuel rack 
is quickly following the actuator input 
voltage.  

Verify proper operation of overspeed 
protection devices.  

System grounding. Check for proper shielding and 
system ground. It is preferred that the 
input supply voltage be grounded.  

Reverse Acting Control. If the Control does not increase the 
actuator voltage [T16 (-), T17 (+)] 
until the SPEED setting is completely 
CCW (or does not reduce fuel at any 
position), the Reverse Acting Control 
may be faulty. If the voltage is 
increased look for a problem in the 
linkage or actuator.  

Engine overspeeds after Engine. Check for proper operation of 
operating at rated speed engine fuel system.  
for some time.  

Magnetic pickup and Reverse Check the magnetic pickup 
Acting Control. output voltage at speeds above idle 

at least 1.OV rms. If magnetic pickup 
should fail and the Failsafe 
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Table 5-1. (cont.) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine overspeeds after circuit is disabled (or faulty), the 
operating at rated speed Reverse Acting Control will call for 
for some time. (cont.) maximum fuel.  

Reverse Acting Control amplifier. Control the engine manually between 
idle and rated speed and adjust the 
RATED SPEED setting fully CCW. If 
the output voltage is large, replace 
the Control.  

Low speed is not regulated Linkage or engine The LOW IDLE SPEED setting 
by LOW IDLE SPEED fuel settings. may be below the minimum fuel 
potentiometer. position of the actuator or engine 

minimum fuel stop. In this case, the 
output voltage to the actuator will be 
8V.  

The engine will be maintained at the 
minimum fuel position by the actuator 
or the engine minimum fuel stop. The 
conditions above indicate that the 
engine minimum fuel position should 
be decreased by linkage adjustment 
(diesel engine) or low idle set screw 
(gas engine) or the LOW IDLE SPEED 
setting of the ramp raised. If the 
above action does not correct the 
problem, the 2301 ramp circuitry may 
be faulty.  

NOTE 

On carburated engine, the 
minimum fuel stop RPM 
setting will vary with engine 
temperature. An improper 
cold setting may give 
interference with the LOW 
IDLE SPEED setting when 
the engine is hot.  

LOW IDLE SPEED potentiometer. If adjustment of the LOW IDLE 
SPEED potentiometer causes erratic 
behavior, replace the control.  
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VOODWARD

Table 5-1. (cont.) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine does not decelerate Faulty ramp switch. Check ramp switch contacts when ramp switch is.  whenrampswith isremove wires from terminals 14 and opened. 15. Engine should decelerate.  

Reverse Acting Control ramp If the ramp switch is operative, 
circuitry. loss of ramp control may be due to a 

faulty circuit.  

A faulty ramp may maintain itself in 
the accelerate position with the ramp 
switch open.  

in general, adjustment of LOW IDLE 
SPEED will vary the speed of the 
engine with the ramp switch in the 
decelerate (open) position.  
Adjustment of LOW IDLE SPEED 
should not affect engine speed when 
the ramp is in the accelerate 
condition.  

IW 

The speed setting controls have 
sufficient range to override the ramp 
and bring the engine speed up to 
rated while still in the decelerate 
mode (either by defect or switching).  
Therefore, a ramp switch that is 
intermittent may cause the engine to 
overspeed if the RATED SPEED 
setting Is adjusted for rated speed 
with T14 and T15 open.  

Engine will not stabilize at Reverse Acting Control. Adjust GAIN and STABILITY per rated no load speed. The Section 4, Initial Engine Operation.  
instability may occur at 
no load or it may vary with Speed setting controls. If adjustment of external speed trim load. causes instability, check 

potentiometer with ohmmeter for 
erratic behavior (turn power off). Use 
non-lubricating electrical cleaner if 
necessary. If internal speed 
potentiometer is faulty, replace 
control.  
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Table 5-1. (cont) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine will not stabilize at Necessary external wires not The following tests will isolate noise 
rated no load speed. The properly shielded. and interference.  
instability may occur at 
no load or it may vary with Electrical noise, caused by wiring 
load. (cont.) carrying an ac voltage, stray magnetic fields from transformers,.  

etc., can be picked up by Do not perform these tests in other 
improperly shielded wire. Noise than single unit operating 
will cause instability if picked configuration.  
up by lines associated with the 
amplifier summing point such as 
external speed trim, paralleling Jumper terminals 14 and 15 and 
lines, MODE switch magnetic remove wires to the ramp switch.  
pickup lines and synchronizer 
input. Where an external speed trim is used, 

jumper terminals 20 and 21 and 
remove wires to the potentiometer.  

CAUTO 

Engine may overspeed If jumper Is 
Installed while running.  

Where a MODE switch is provided, 
remove wires to terminals 10, 26 and 
27 with engine unloaded. Jumper 26 
and 27.  

Remove the wires to the minimum 
fuel switch at terminals 22 and 23.  

Verify that the switchgear frame, 
governor chassis and engine have a 
common ground connection.  
Temporarily remove the battery 
charger cables from the control 
battery system.  

If the engine operation is significantly 
improved by the above modifications, 
replace the wiring wire-by-wire to 
determine the source of trouble.  

External wiring may require additional 
shielding or rerouting from high 
current lines or components.  
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Table 5-1. (cont.) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine will not stabilize at Engine may not be receiving fuel Check actuator linkage to fuel 
rated no load'speed. The as called for by actuator voltage. controlling mechanism for any lost 
instability may occur at motion, binding or excessive loading.  
no load or it may vary with Verify a steady fuel pressure of proper load. (cont.) value.  

Check actuator per appropriate 
actuator manual.  

Engine not operating properly. Engine may be causing speed 
variations. Control engine manually to 
determine if instability is in engine or 
governor control. Verify proper 
adjustment of fuel control linkage.  

Input voltage low. Check for proper supply voltage.  
Should be at least 20V.  

If the problem cannot be resolved by 
the above checks, it will be necessary 
to remove the Reverse Acting Control 
from the switchgear. Temporarily 
mount it next to the engine and 
connect only a battery, magnetic 
pickup and actuator to the control 
(use a separate battery placed next to 
the engine). After starting the engine, 
place a small jumper wire across 
terminals 14 and 15 to cause engine 
to accelerate to rated speed. If 
necessary, apply load to check 
stability.  

If stability occurs when Control is 
mounted next to engine, return the 
control to the switchgear. Run new 
magnetic pickup, actuator and battery 
power lines.  

Speed setting control does Faulty RATED SPEED or speed Check by replacing speed trim with not regulate speed. trim potentiometer. jumper and setting speed with main 
speed potentiometer.  
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OOWA 

Table 5-1. (cont.) 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine does not share load Engine not receiving fuel as called If voltage to actuator is minimum 
with other units. for by governor. visually determine if actuator terminal 

shaft is at maximum fuel position. If it 
is not, an actuator problem is 
indicated or the linkage or fuel system 
is restricted.  

Unequal speed settings. Be sure that speed settings of all units 
at no load are identical.  

Unequal load gain voltages. With engine operating in single unit 
configuration, LOAD GAIN must be 
set at 8.OV dc. See LOAD GAIN 
ADJUSTMENT in Section 4.  

Paralleling contacts dirty or Check auxiliary circuit breaker and 
faulty. MODE contacts.  

External paralleling lines can be 
connected to check for wiring or 
contact problems.  

Do not leave external paralleling lines 
connected when not In parallel 
operation. Large speed swings can 
result.  

Improper load sensing phasing. Perform load sensing phasing check 
per Section 4.  

Circulating currents between Large amounts of circulating current 
generators. at anything other than unity P.F. will 

cause an error in load sharing.  
Properly adjust the generator voltage 
controls.  
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Table 5-1. (cont.) 
IP 

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY 

Engine does not maintain Actuator. If actuator has a ballhead backup, 
constant speed (iso- verify that its hydraulic governor 
chronous). section speed setting and speed 

droop adjustments are properly set 
(see manual 82570 or 82539).  

Engine. If the droop occurs near the full load 
point only, it is possible the engine is 
not producing the horsepower called 
for by the fuel control, or is being 
overloaded. Either is indicated if the 
fuel control is at maximum position.  

De-droop adjustment. Adjust DE-DROOP to obtain 
isochronous operation. If insufficient 
adjustment range is obtained, 
proceed to checks listed under the 
heading "Engine will not stabilize at 
rated no load speed". Perform those 
checks relating to electrical noise 
interference.  
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SECTION 6 
REPLACEABLE PARTS 

INTRODUCTION 1. Reverse Acting Control serial number shown 
on the nameplate.  

Due to the construction of the Reverse Acting 
Control, none of its components are field replace
able. Repair and return is available through the 2.  
factory. Refer to shipping instructions at the end of the nameplate.  
Section 4.  

ORDERING INFORMATION 

When ordering complete Reverse Acting Controls For additional information contact Woodward 
for spares or replacement, include the following Governor Company, Engine and Turbine Controls 
information: Division, Fort Collins, Colorado 80525, U.S.A.  
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at the heart 
of the system 

since 1870 

WOODWARD GOVERNOR COMPANY 

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 
AIRCRAFT & HYDRAULIC TURBINE 
CONTROLS DIVISIONS 
5001 N. Second St.  
P.O. Box 7001 
Rockford, IL 61125 - 7001, U.S.A.  
phone (815) 877-7441, Telex: 25-7410 

ENGINE & TURBINE CONTROLS 
DIVISION 
P.O. Box 1519 
Fort Collins, CO 80522-9990, U.S.A.  
phone (303) 482-5811, Telex: 4-5691 

ADDITIONAL MANUFACTURING 
OPERATIONS 
Stevens Point, WI 

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS 
DIVISION 

Woodward Governor (U.K.) Ltd.  
P.O. Box 15 
Slough, SL1 4DD, England 
phone 753-26835, Telex: 848181 

Woodward Governor Nederland B.V.  
P.O. Box 34 
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands 
phone 2503-1-3241, Telex: 74508 

Woodward Governor (Japan) Ltd.  
Tomisato P.O. Box 1 
Inba-gun, Chiba-ken, 286-02, Japan 
phone 4769-3-4661, Telex: 3762-164 

Woodward Governor Company 
Unit 1, 1 Wirega Ave., 
P.O. Box 319 
Kingsgrove N.S.W. 2208, Australia 
phone 612-758-2322, Telex: AA 24175 

Woodward Governor (Reguladores) Ltda.  
Rua Fernao Pompeu De Camargo, 1306, 
Caixa Postal 1785 
13100 Campinas, S.P., Brazil 
phone 192-31-4977, Telex: 191844 
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